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ABSTRACT
Since its inception in the 1970s when Joseph Beuys proclaimed,
“Jeder Mensch is ein Kunstler” or “Everyone is an Artist”, public
art that focuses on social engagement (otherwise known as new
genre public art) has been tested in a variety of formats and places. Today, the breadth of work in this category is vast and the
resulting aesthetics vary based on the artist’s intentions and goals.
While measuring the success of these projects remains a challenge,
an examination of recent history provides us with insights that
can become a tool kit for artists commencing on social projects.
Once examined, specific factors increase the likelihood of creating
meaningful and authentic public experiences, such as mutability
(giving a project the flexibility to grow and evolve) and commonality (establishing partnerships across sectors creates scaffolding of
support). Moreover, new genre public art benefits greatly when
the artist creates or maintains a deep understanding of the place in
which the work is situated: including its people, the landscape and
surrounding structures, and its history. When place imprints on
the artist, a locational identity forms, and this identity guides the
artist’s decision-making and social engagement. It also makes an
indelible connection within the artist and encourages an enduring
relationship between art and place.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

TO BE ANCHORED
IN PLACE
“THE ART OBJECT OF TODAY IS BEST UNDERSTOOD NOT AS WONDROUS, BUT RATHER AS
A CATALYST FOR A SET OF STIMULATING RELATION SHIPS THAT MAKE THE ART EXPERIENCE.” — BILL ARNING, WHAT WE WANT IS FREE:
GENEROSITY AND EXCHANGE IN RECENT ART
In One Place After Another: Site Specific Art and Locational Identity , Miwon Kwon (2002) posits the role of the contemporary artist as “a cultural-artistic service provider rather than a producer of
aesthetic objects” (p.4). Through an examination of several artists
working in this realm, such as artivist Suzanne Lacy and choreographer Liz Lerman, some qualities emerged that constitute the
successful achievement of service as it relates to contemporary art.
Lerman and Lacy, for example, triumphed at reconfiguring relationships between disputing subsets of a community and manipulated public perception. By employing their creative intelligence
and drawing out nascent creativity and vitality within the community, these artists were able to enact real social change. The label
given to this type of artwork, new genre public art, which includes
activist art (artivism), social sculpture, social practice art, and occasional cases of creative placemaking, implies a shift in public art
from “site specificity” (art addressing a geographical/architectural
need) to “community specificity” (art that addresses a community
need).
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While the aim of the artist is often pure and philanthropic, Kwon
(2002) asserts:

“NEW GENRE PUBLIC ART CAN EXACERBATE UNEVEN POWER RELATIONS, REMARGINALIZE (EVEN COLONIZE) ALREADY DISENFRANCHISED
GROUPS, DEPOLITICIZE AND REMYTHIFY THE ARTISTIC PROCESS, AND
FINALLY FURTHER THE SEPARATION
OF ART AND LIFE (DESPITE CLAIMS
TO THE CONTRARY).” (KWON 6)
In exploring public artists’ varied commitment to place in relation
to the potential shortcomings of new genre public art, the most
successful examples emerge when the artist finds a way to become
deeply rooted in place. When an artist experiences this connection with place, she assumes an interminable locational identity
associated with the place.
In our global, migratory, and multicentered society, forming an
identity associated with place is complicated. It becomes a personal construction filled with nostalgia, longing, and not without
fictions (Lippard, 1997, p.6). To social practice artists, this unique
and indelible attachment allows them the opportunity to consider
their projects more deeply and explore their work’s relationship to
enduring change.
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AARON SISK IN D, “G LOUC ESTER H AR BOR,” 1944

Lippard also states:
“Artists can make the connections visible. They can guide us
through sensuous kinesthetic responses to topography, lead us
from archeology and land-based social history into alternative
relationships to place. They can expose the social agendas that
have formed the land, bring out multiple readings of places
that mean different things to different people at different times
rather than merely reflecting some of their beauty back into the
marketplace or the living room. As envisionaries, artists should
be able to provide a way to work against the dominant cultures
rapacious view of nature, reinstate the mythical and cultural
dimensions of public experience, and at the same time become
conscious of the ideological relationships and historical constructions of place. The dialectic between space and change can
provide the kind of no-man’s-land where artists thrive (p.19).”
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STE PH AN I E BE N E NSON, “ W E C AN ALWAYS MEET AGA IN, HE RE.”, 2016
SI L K SC R E E N PR I N T OF ARTIST’S G R AN DFATH ER’S & FATHE R’S PAINTINGS
ON PACK I NG M AT E R IAL WITH AC RY LIC PAIN T AN D WATE R SOLUBLE CRAYON

As a third generation artist from the artist colony of Cape Ann,
Massachusetts, I have been surrounded by creative exemplars
with formidable locational identities. In his final years, my grandfather painted boats passing Rockport’s Straitsmouth Island in repetition from his living room, each watercolor uniquely expressing
a deep connection to place, memory, history, people, and industry.
While Lippard might claim that the art of Cape Ann is a genre
that “reflects” the “beauty” of the landscape (or seascape, often,
in our case) “back in to the marketplace or living room” (p.19), I
would counter that the artists of Cape Ann have also been artist
activists. In their depictions of the life associated with fishing out
of Cape Ann’s harbors, they have historically given voice and encouragement to a working community, where lives are commonly
sacrificed in the name of industry and survival.
While the importance of locational identity can be discovered
through an examination of practices and methodologies in social
sculpture, artist activism, and new genre public art as a whole, the
significance of my locational identity as a Cape Ann artist weaves
throughout this thesis examination and questions the role of a contemporary artist as activist in a community with a rich tradition in
maritime painting.
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METHODOLOGY
This thesis is a mixed method investigation that includes interviews, a critical review of key literature, site visits to social sculpture, and arts-based research. Lucy Lippard’s (2002)The Lure of the
Local: Senses of Place in a Multicentered Society underlines the importance of place in an artist’s practice. Social sculpture projects that
are deeply rooted in place, such as the Wassaic Project in New
York, were researched with multiple site visits and interviews with
key players to understand some best practices for artist-led creative placemaking. Community development strategies were explored through an analysis of texts such as Robert Putnam’s (2003)
Better Together: Restoring the American Community and Our Kids: The
American Dream in Crisis (2015) were examined alongside case
studies from the National Endowment for the Arts (2016) publication How to Do Creative Placemaking.
In addition, my personal experience as an artist deeply rooted in
place is not without consequence in this investigation. Alongside
the primary and secondary research explorations, the culture and
traditions associated with my own place were examined throughout and provide exemplars in the form of text, prints, paintings,
drawings, and sculptures. A sampling of these insights are included in this thesis as are executional ideas for place-based community work that the artist intends to execute in a place deeply rooted
in her— Cape Ann, Massachusetts.
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STRUCTURE AND CONTENT
Chapter One’s Introduction is followed by Chapter Two with a
comparison of definitions and descriptions of the key terms in
this investigation, such as locational identity and place; then looks
back to the 1970s when Joseph Beuys was the first to suggest the
idea of community collaboration as an art form by proclaiming
“Jeder Mensch is ein Kunstler” or “Everyone is an Artist” (Saval,
2015, p.11). Chapter Three examines enduring models (ongoing
work of 10+ years) of new genre public art and takes a close look
at one specific model of social sculpture, The Wassaic Project. We
compare the socially engaged incubator project’s activities to larger initiatives in Chicago with Theaster Gates Rebuild Foundation
and in Houston with Rick Lowe’s Project Row Houses. In all cases,
locational identity is substantial as the artists responsible for these
projects were born in the locality or have lived there for close to
ten years.
Chapter Four concludes my analysis by comparing the relative
successes and failures of five additional, short term projects associated with social sculpture and artist activism. To exemplify the
variety of forms that these projects might take, international collaborations as well as locally driven initiatives are included. Diversity in the artist’s relationship to place is also considered. An artist
is occasionally brought into a foreign community to collaborate or
sometimes the artist returns to a place where he or she once lived,
to live and work there on a short-term basis. These projects, while
profound and impactful during their implementation, risk losing
relevance when the artist activist works and moves on without
achieving locational identity. Chapter Five provides a summary
of the thesis investigation by extracting some promising practices
and offering suggestions to those interested in creating successful
social programs in the future.
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CHAPTER TWO:

LO C AT I O N A L
IDENTITY IN THE
2 1 ST C E N T U RY
“IT IS NOT ON ANY MAP; TRUE PLACES NEVER
ARE.” — HERMAN MELVILLE, MOBY DICK

In subsequent chapters of this thesis, I will discuss social sculpture
and works of artist activism specific to place in relation to their
relative successes and failures. Immediately noticeable is that not
all of the artists examined are “born-and-bred” in the locations in
which they work, nor do many of them plan to live out their days
within these communities. Some artists, like Vik Muniz, were born
in a place, left; and then, returned in their adult lives to work toward the betterment of a community of people known as a child.
Other artists, like Bowie Zunino of the Wassaic Project, chose to
move into a community in need and set roots there, having known
little of the location.
Hence, Chapter Two, grapples with defining locational identity
as it relates to new genre public art. Is one’s locational identity,
for instance, merely a description of their birthplace? Or a place
where most years of a life are spent? In my own life, several places
have powerfully contributed to my identity and thus to my work:
including New Orleans where I lived for a brief four years; and
New York City, where I began my career as an artist and started
my family.
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Locational identity is evolving and rhyzomatic; one is allowed locational identities in multiplicity. Kwon (2001) states that:

IT SEEMS HISTORICALLY INEVITABLE THAT WE
WILL LEAVE BEHIND THE NOSTALGIC NOTION
OF A SITE AND IDENTITY AS ESSENTIALLY
BOUND TO THE PHYSICAL ACTUALITIES OF A
PLACE. SUCH A NOTION, IF NOT IDEOLOGICALLY SUSPECT, IS AT LEAST OUT OF SYNC
WITH THE PREVALENT DESCRIPTION OF CONTEMPORARY LIFE AS A NETWORK OF UNANCHORED FLOWS...DISPLACING THE STRICTURES OF PLACE BOUND IDENTITIES WITH
THE FLUIDITY OF A MIGRATORY MODEL, INTRODUCING POSSIBILITIES FOR THE PRODUCTION OF MULTIPLE IDENTITIES, ALLEGIANCES,
AND MEANINGS BASED NOT ON NORMATIVE
CONFORMITIES BUT ON THE NONRATIONAL
CONVERGENCES FORGED BY CHANCE ENCOUNTERS AND CIRCUMSTANCES. (KWON,
2001, P.164-165)
Kwon identifies the need to allow for multiple locational identities
in one’s artistic practice. Locational identity might not represent
one place, one time, nor one community. It bends and shapes with
time and progress, holding relevance and meanings within the
artist as he or she moves through time (Lippard, 1997, p.7). For
example, as a working artist born in the artist colony of Cape Ann,
Massachusetts, an island rich with a painting tradition, my work
benefits from a strong association with this locational identity.
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JOH N TER ELAK, “G LOUC ESTE R HARBOR” 2016

This identity is rooted in personal memory and the socio-politics
of place and, moreover, grapples with the current and future politics of place as it loses contemporary relevance as an artist colony.
When I smell turpentine, not the eco-friendly, odorless variety of
popularity now, but real turpentine, spilled on the floor and mixed
with the fumes of stale beer and cigarette butts, it brings me back
to Prospect Street, where I lived as a child on Cape Ann. Tucked
in the woods behind our house was my father’s studio- a newly
constructed barn with cathedral ceilings and a wood burning stove
providing heat. He was always particular about the light in his studio. He needed ceiling height north facing windows so he could
catch the best morning light.
My father notoriously doesn’t sleep, yet somehow he seems to be
sleeping all the time. At some point in his life, he realized that he
works best when uninterrupted, and when you have a wife and
four kids that love to interrupt you, his mornings eventually began earlier and earlier each day. The last time I lived at home,
I noticed him taking a nap at 10 in the morning. He had already
accomplished a seven-hour work day in front of his easel, and I was
just getting to my first cup of coffee.
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1978 STUDY OF EASTERN
POINT LIGHTHOUSE BY
MARTIN AHEARN

2017 LIGHTHOUSE STUDY
BY STEPHANIE BENENSON
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On Cape Ann, entire neighborhoods collaboratively raised their
young. Property lines were nebulous; the elderly couple that lived
diagonally across the street became de facto grandparents. I would
wander through the hole in the Rapp’s fence, cut under the boat
tarps from Billy’s sailboat, between the hedges, and walk around
Giley’s lobster boat (a beached whale suffering an unfair winterization in the driveway). Directly through their kitchen door I would
shout, “Cuck? Giley? Are you home? I am taking these cookies!”
I never asked. I knew I was welcome to take the whole jar. The
following day, Eleanor O. (known by most as Cuck) would lovingly
retrieve it and refill it without question. When you are a kid, your
little mind isn’t familiar with the idea of charity yet. You think everyone is happy to be involved in raising you. These were perhaps
the seeds of service watered within me.
Giley always wore a rugged, long-sleeved button down plaid shirt,
even in the heat of August. As a kid, I never questioned it. It was
just another strange habit of an old man. I later learned that in
the glory of his fishing career, he tattooed sleeves, which served
as a source of pride, and later, of shame. To me, he was stronger
than Popeye with eyes that looked deeply in the most sincere and
modest way. When one spends most of the working day speaking
to himself in solitude, wondering aloud in his mind what life has
in store for him or even pondering another’s life- that person will
have an extraordinary way of being with people when the day is
through. It seems as if his humanity is carefully curated at day’s
end, when nature has offered him the privilege of coming home to
family and friends, far from the isolation of the open sea.
My grandfather, Martin Ahearn, ran a gallery in downtown Rockport, MA. The largest piece he’d ever painted hung in the center
wall of the small shop for years. The subject was an old fisherman
fixing his nets in a shack on the harbor- not unlike a painting we all
painted at one time or another on Cape Ann. But this one featured
a shack on a cerulean blue moonlit night and
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the glow of the fisherman’s lantern from inside the shed took your
breath away. Come to think of it, the fisherman in the painting
had an uncanny resemblance to Giley. My father said that Pup
declined to sell it a few times. Dad said that is was because my
grandfather feared he would never paint something so large and
grand again in his life. The connection the piece made between
artist and place, labor and man, solitude and light, epitomizes the
essence of locational identity as it relates to art.
The connection between the artists and fishermen of Cape Ann
is indirect and on the surface seemingly uninteresting. It is an
arranged marriage, perhaps of necessity, although painting doesn’t
need fishing to exist and the fishing community has no need for
artists, really. We were married because we gave each other a voice.
In the cast of a net and the subsequent stroke of a brush, meaning
was made between us. We shared a language.
We worked with our hands, hands that tied knots and held dripping rags in the blistering wind. Our hands were chapped and our
fingernails dirty. If you were to create a line up of hands- fishing
hands and painting hands at the end of the day, I wonder if you
could tell the difference. You have never seen nails like my father’s- cracked, yellow, and blistering from the combination of
weather and the chemicals of his craft.
The list of prominent American artists that have lived and worked
on Cape Ann’s harbors is extensive- Fitz Henry Lane, Winslow
Homer, Cecilia Beaux, Ellen Dale Hale, Stuart Davis, Marsden
Hartley, Bernard Chaet, and Emile Gruppe, to name a few. They
are all members of an American tradition of painting the Cape
Ann sea, just like my family has for three generations. They came
to Cape Ann to find meaning and beauty, or maybe just to paint
something better than they had painted the summer before. Local
newspapers talked about their work and publicly pleaded with the
artists to show their paintings to the community before they were
sent to a far distant salon or gallery.
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F ITZ H EN RY LANE “FISHING PARTY,” 1850

EMILE G RUPPE “SUN ON GLOUCE STE R D OCKS, 1950
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VINTAGE RESTAURANT PLACEMAT FEATURING A PHOTOGRAPH OF GILEY’S
LOBSTER BOAT, THE ELEANOR O., IN ROCKPORT HARBOR ON CAPE ANN

Today, as the crowds of tourists increasingly gentrify our ‘artists
towns’, the art that is made in the area is often inappropriately dismissed as kitsch, especially the art that is made by the generation
after my father who has worked in the area since 1965. The same
elements are present that were here when Winslow Homer and
Edward Hopper traveled here each summer, but contemporary
relevance is lost. As you read this text, many artists along America’s
Eastern seaboard toil at easels in salty barns, trying to breathe life
into a forgotten maritime tradition.
This thesis investigation explores artistic social activism within
communities as a contemporary art form; however, artists have
historically given voice to the fishing community for centuries on
Cape Ann. They were deeply rooted in place and community; in
depicting a community’s daily life in washes of color and light,
they brought honor and romance to the profession and commemorated those that were lost at sea.
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It has become even clearer to me that locational identity is an ongoing construction and conversation within the artist. We conclude
that locational identity is not merely a geographical relationship,
like a pin on a map, but a deeper relationship with space, time,
history, and memory. In Lucy Lippard’s (1997) Lure of the Local:
Senses of Place in a Multicentered Society, she begins to define place as
it pertains to locational identity and the artist, arguing that:

MOST OFTEN PLACE APPLIES TO OUR
OWN “LOCAL”- ENTWINED WITH PERSONAL MEMORY, KNOWN OR UNKNOWN HISTORIES, MARKS MADE IN THE LAND THAT
PROVOKE AND EVOKE. PLACE IS LATITUDINAL AND LONGITUDINAL WITHIN THE
MAP OF A PERSON’S LIFE. IT IS TEMPORAL
AND SPATIAL, PERSONAL AND POLITICAL.
A LAYERED LOCATION REPLETE WITH HUMAN HISTORIES AND MEMORIES, PLACE
HAS WIDTH AS WELL AS DEPTH. IT IS
ABOUT CONNECTIONS, WHAT SURROUNDS
IT, WHAT FORMED IT, WHAT HAPPENED
THERE, WHAT WILL HAPPEN THERE. (P.7)
As proposed in subsequent chapters, locational identities can be
formed at will but not dismantled. Through his/her work, the artist may form the cultural landscape and create new relationships
for others within a place, which is known as creative placemaking.
While Lippard clearly concedes that locational identity must be
tied to a geographic location, she allows the flexibility to shape
one’s own perception of it, bringing it beyond merely the nostalgic
and into the realm of future possibility. Thus, locational identity
is tied to history and memory but it also carries hope for the forthcoming generations (Lippard, 1997, p.7-12).
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CHAPTER THREE:

ENDURING SOCIAL
PROJECTS SPECIFIC
TO PLACE
“WHEN WE KNOW WHERE WE ARE, WE’RE IN
A FAR BETTER POSITION TO UNDERSTAND
WHAT OTHER CULTURAL GROUPS ARE EXPERIENCING WITHIN A TIME AND PLACE WE ALL
SHARE.” — LUCY LIPPARD, THE LURE OF THE LOCAL: SENSES OF PLACE IN A MULTICENTERED SOCIETY

In his essay, “Sure, everyone might be an artist but only one artist
gets to be the guy who says that everyone else is an artist”, Bill
Arning (2005) posits that social engagement as an art form began
with Joseph Beuy’s proclamation “Jeder Mensch is ein Kunstler”
or “Everyone is an Artist.” Beuys is widely considered as the artist responsible for proposing the notion of social sculpture in the
1970s (Saval, 2015). According to Arning, “The art object of today is best understood not as wondrous, but rather as a catalyst for
a set of stimulating relationships that make the art experience”
(Purves, 2005, p.12). Increasingly, we are confronted with art as an
exchange between artist and audience in a variety of forms.
To examine the reach that some social sculpture projects have
within communities, we begin with a deep dive into one specific
project, the Wassaic Project in Amenia, NY.
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This project epitomizes the three key tenets for success that we
explore throughout this thesis: a) mutability, the project grows and
changes in response to community needs and dialogue; b) commonality, the artists established authentic relationships across sectors
to create scaffolding of support; and c) locational identity, the artists
demonstrate a deep commitment to place and people.
This analysis of the Wassaic Project is the result of multiple immersive site visits and interviews with key players. Interspersed in
this primary research are insights gleaned from secondary analysis
of larger models, such as Rick Lowe’s Project Row Houses. In the
case of the Wassaic Project, the founding artists, connected initially by the hamlet’s iconic architectural structures in dire need of
renovation, moved to the hamlet of Wassaic and have lived there
for approximately ten years. The hope that the co-directors carry for the future of this place is unmistakable, as they are deeply
rooted in this place. They have homes in Wassaic and their children participate in local initiatives. In a remarkable feat of creative
exchange and community building, they became embedded in the
hamlet’s identity to the extent that the hamlet and the surrounding community will forever be marked by their generosity of spirit.
TH E WA SSA IC PROJ E C T: A MODE L OF LEADER S H IP IN
SO C IA L SC U L P T U R E

On an October evening in 2016, Bowie Zunino, Co-Director of the
socially engaged incubator the Wassaic Project, handed me a book,
What We Want is Free: Generosity and Exchange in Recent Art
(2005) edited by Ted Purves.

“MY ARTISTIC PRACTICE IS ALL ABOUT GENEROSITY. ONCE YOU UNDERSTAND THAT, YOU WILL
UNDERSTAND HOW THIS PROJECT WORKS.”
said Zunino. In the subsequent days, I followed Zunino around the
hamlet of Wassaic as she poured beer in pint glasses and glued rhinestones onto a child’s Halloween mask.
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PHOTOGRAPH OF A WASSAIC LOCAL BY CO-DIRECTOR JEFF BARNETT-WINSBY

As an artist coming from a background in the visual arts, specifically painting, everything I knew about art (what it is, who the
players are, and where it lives) was turned on its heels. This was
an enduring place of social sculpture, a place that oozed a palpable synergetic generosity that had become contagious. For me, The
Wassaic Project epitomizes creative placemaking. The Lantern Inn
feels very authentic to the surrounding cultural landscape and yet
the touch of the artists that run it creates an idealized version of
the cultural landscape that exists in the hamlet. They embraced
place and found its authentic, utopic state.
As I continued on my site visit to Wassic, meeting with community
members and Wassaic Project Board members, I became increasingly determined to investigate the elements that form an enduring social sculpture project such as this one.
Rick Lowe, the contemporary godfather of social sculpture and
creator of the Project Row Houses in the Third Ward of Houston,
Texas, was a mentor to Zunino and her co-directors. His project
provided a reference model for the Wassaic Project. Engaging
both local community members as well as outside artists, Lowe
runs a residency program as well as other community projects in
a section of 22 renovated iconic shotgun houses in Houston. The
community projects are housed in educational spaces, film screenings, exhibition space, outdoor spaces that featured farmers markets, to name a few.
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THE WASSAIC PROJECT MILL

ARTIST CARRIE MAE WEEMS
AT PROJECT ROW HOUSES
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In a 2015 article by Nikil Saval in the New York Times, Project
Row Houses is described as “one of the most original and ambitious works of art of the past century…a model for a kind of 21st
century artistic activism” (Saval, 2015). Professional artists work
alongside young mothers trying to finish school or afterschool arts
programming for children. Everyone is encouraged to cross-pollinate and grow in a collaborative creative atmosphere.
Lowe, who was reading Beuys while developing the idea for Project Row Houses, said, “When I became part of the audience myself, I began to learn to shift from creation in splendid isolation
to collaboration. I had to develop the ability to ‘listen’ on how
to interject my creative energy” (Purves, 2005, p.87). Taking his
creativity out of the studio and employing it to address his community’s needs was indeed a generous act, and this generosity has
perpetuated itself. In an interview in “Dialogues in Public Art”
(2000), Lowe said that Project Row Houses created an opportunity
for community members to be catalysts for change. In addition,
he argued:

I’M SURE A LOT OF PEOPLE THOUGHT IT

WAS JUST GOING TO BE SOMETHING THAT
A GROUP OF WHITE PEOPLE WERE GOING
TO DO IN THEIR COMMUNITY, KIND OF TAKING OVER. BUT THEN THE CHURCH GROUPS
STARTED TO RESPOND. THEY PREACH ABOUT
DOING STUFF IN THE COMMUNITY, BUT THEY
DID NOT HAVE MUCH OF A RECORD. THIS
WAS AN OPPORTUNITY. (FINKELPEARL & ACCONCI, 2000, P.122)
The women from the churches that began volunteering to renovate the houses now run the Young Mothers Program and continue
to recruit new volunteers to keep up the momentum. They urge
each other to “get out there and practice what you preach” (Finkelpearl & Acconci, 2000).
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By allowing his volunteers to have the courage and license to develop ideas and relationships, Lowe increased the reach and impact of his successful mission.
Theaster Gates, “The Artist Corporation and the Collective”
(2014), discusses the notion of the collective achieving the utopic.
In describing the complicated structure of corporations and 501c3s
that make up Gates’ social sculpture, “The Dorchester Projects”
in Chicago, which is part of the Rebuild Foundation, he said:

“MAYBE WHAT I AM IS REALLY JUST AN
EXPANDED INDIVIDUAL, A COMPLICATED
INDIVIDUAL THAT BOTH WANTS FOR HIMSELF AND WANTS FOR THE WORLD. I’M
NOT ACTUALLY A UTOPIC INDIVIDUAL EVEN
THOUGH THERE ARE MOMENTS OF UTOPIC
ENTERPRISE.” (GATES, 2014)
Here, Gates acknowledges that when his artistic practice extended
to include a collective in the form of social practice, the project had
the potential to achieve an ideal social state. Instead of continuing
to criticize his city for not having cultural venues on the South Side
and West Side of Chicago, he decided to create them. When he created venues, he provided jobs and license to community members
to think and act creatively, which provided the momentum that led
to transforming an urban neighborhood (Gates, 2014).
In all three projects described above, the artists ingratiated themselves with local community by beginning their projects with the
revitalization of an iconic architectural structure. From there, their
mutability to develop programs that answered community needs
and their ability to partner with local firehouses, churches, and community boards allowed them greater possibilities in community
reach and the overall effectiveness of their projects. Above all, it becomes clear that they had a deep connection to place and its future.
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REBUILD FOUNDATION’S STONY ISLAND ARTS BANK EXTERIOR

REBUILD FOUNDATION’S STONY ISLAND ARTS BANK INTERIOR
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In their essay in the National Endowment for the Arts publication on How to Do Creative Placemaking, “Can Arts Drive Rural
Economic Development?” Chris Beck and Tracy Taft identify key
components to making successful creative placemaking projects
(see Figure A). They state, “The past is often the best path to
the future,” encouraging artists and non-profits to look to existing
historic structures and community leaders for inspiration and support (Shupbach & Ball, 2016, p.60-67). In the cases of the Wassaic
Project, Project Rowe Houses, and the Rebuild Foundation, the
artists began with the restoration of iconic architectural structures.
Communities have an affinity for their architectural surroundings
and the act of architectural restoration helps the artist not only to
better understand the community and its history but also ingratiate himself/herself with the community by repurposing something
important to their place (Shupbach & Ball, 2016, p.60-67).

Leadership Support
Architectural Gems
Main Street focus
Strong partnerships
and inclusiveness
Regional
collaboration

Elected Officials and/or Citizen Leaders
Supporting the Work
Revitalizing Older Buildings and Iconic Local
Structures
Focus work in the town centers
Establishing partnerships with organizations
and players in the community is essential.
Towns that rely on narrow goals with small
interest groups will not succeed.
Work with neighboring communities to create
a larger geographical mission improves
success

Figure A
Components of Successful Placemaking According to Beck & Taft
(2016):
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WASSAIC PROJECT CO-DIRECTOR EVE BIDDLE
AT WASSAIC PROJECT’S ARTIST-RUN LANTERN INN

WASSAIC PROJECT CO-DIRECTORS BOWIE ZUNINO & JEFF BARNETT-WINSBY
SERVING PANCAKE BREAKFAST AT A WASSAIC PROJECT SUMMER FESTIVAL
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THE WASSAIC
PROJECT
MY JOURNAL ENTRY AFTER AN IMMERSIVE
LOOK AT LOCATIONAL IDENTITY AT WORK IN
SOCIAL PRACTICE
As my car pulled up in front of the Lantern Inn, the only tavern or
restaurant in the hamlet of Wassaic, NY, I immediately noticed the
quiet nature of the town. Some of the buildings surrounding the
tavern were foreclosed or they appeared to be abandoned. Train
tracks cut through the center of town, and on the opposite side of
the tracks stood a seven floor grain silo with a shimmering art piece
refracting light in the wind. The hamlet was hauntingly quiet,
except for a faint buzzing noise and the sound of children’s laughter from behind the tavern. Jeff Barnett-Winsby and Bowie Barnett-Zunino, artists, pub managers, and Co-Directors of the Wassaic Project, greeted me from within the tavern with big smiles as I
emerged from my car. Children were playing joyfully in the newly
renovated, expansive patio area behind the bar. “Hi Steph!” they
exclaimed. “Get those kids out of the car and join us for a drink!”
Tucked in between a foreclosed house and a recently painted large
barn that belonged to the Wassaic Project, Jeff & Bowie had set
up a massive bounce house for kids to play in over the course of
the weekend. When I inquired why they had rented the bounce
house, I received a mixed response of answers- it was something
they did from time to time, kids loved it, it brought people out of
their homes and together on a cold October evening.
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THE WASSAIC PROJECT’S
CO-DIRECTOR, EVE BIDDLE,
AT MASS MOCA IN 2012

This was one of many (arguably) non-art related activities that
Jeff, Bowie, and Co-Director Eve Biddle execute at the Wassaic
Project. Other events include pancake breakfasts, karaoke nights,
parades, and Halloween haunted houses. These approachable
activities have become crucial components of a greater missioncommunity revitalization through a collaborative socially engaged
art practice. The Wassaic Project also hosts a considerable artist
residency program, print fellowship, and a well-reviewed summer
festival with curated film screenings, musical performances, dance,
and art exhibitions. Moreover, the Wassaic Project has introduced
smaller, approachable, community-based initiatives in an attempt
to draw out more people from within the existing community.
On Saturday evening, local firemen, teachers, carpenters, artists,
architects, designers, investment bankers from New York City,
and a swarm of giddy children cheerfully gathered together at the
Lantern Inn. Everyone ate wood-fired pizza and drank wine, and
sat by the fire pit and exchanged stories. For some, the impetus
was the bounce house that Jeff & Bowie had rented. For others, it
was a just a friendly, creative space with affordable food & drink.
Quite a few drove directly from Manhattan after work on Friday
to the Lantern Inn on a quest to find local culture and community
in a format the city could no longer provide. Somehow, everyone
seemed to know each other’s names. Bowie & Jeff seamlessly navigated the crowd, speaking to one table about a gallery exhibition
in Chelsea and another about fundraising for a more reliable town
ambulance.
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For better or worse, this community gathering was a far cry from
the hamlet community that existed before the Wassaic Project began in 2008.
According to Wikipedia, the term Wassaic is derived from the Native American term Washaic, loosely interpreted as “land of difficult access.” This Native American term refers to its geographical
location but it also holds true with regard to the Hamlet’s socio-economic status in the 21st century. The hamlet exists within
the town of Amenia, New York where (in 2000) the population
was 4,048 people and the median household income was $39,231
(“Wassaic, NY” n.d.). According to Zunino, approximately 60% of
the students in the nearby public school have free lunch or assisted
lunch, an indicator that more than half of those students require
state assistance and live below the poverty line (B. Zunino, personal communication, November 10, 2016).
In the 1800’s, the hamlet of Wassaic saw the arrival of two major
industries: Gridley Iron Works and the Borden Condensed Milk
Factory. The Gridley family built a community cattle auction
barn, which transferred ownership to the Luther family in the
1950s and was later purchased by developers Tony Zunino and
Richard Berry along with a neighboring seven-story grain elevator
as part of a local historic preservation project. By 2008, both buildings were renovated by Zunino and Berry, which coincided with
a proposal by Bowie Zunino (Tony’s daughter), Eve Biddle, and
Elan Bogarin to host an arts festival on the two connecting properties. That was the summer that the Wassaic Project was founded.
In 2008, the festival had over 500 attendants and featured work
by over 40 artists and musicians. Since 2008, the Wassaic Project
Summer Festival has become an annual event with over 100 artists
and 4,000 visitors (Wassaic Project, n.d.).
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The Wassaic Project was invited to teach in the local public school
system through an informal exchange with a local high school. In
2009, the teacher explained that the budget for his classroom was
getting cut every year and extra-curricular art programs were most
likely the next thing to be eliminated. Zunino stated that in 2016,
she received an email that the school’s drama program was cut and
the students lost their beloved spring musical. The teachers at
the school immediately asked the Wassaic Project if they could
manage this spring’s production. “It’s terrifying that this school
is in such a state that they’ve lost their football program, lost their
drama department,” said Zunino.

“I KNOW A CHILD THAT HAS ONLY HAD ART
CLASS TWICE THIS YEAR AND IT’S ALMOST
THANKSGIVING. AND THE WORST PART
IS THAT THE TEACHERS ARE SO OVERSTRETCHED THAT THEY DON’T HAVE THE
CAPACITY TO TAKE ON THE EXTRA WORK
OF SOLICITING NON-PROFITS FOR HELP.
WE ARE JUST DOWN THE STREET, APPROACHABLE AND EASY TO CONTACT, AND
WE ARE ALWAYS HAPPY TO HELP.”
The Wassaic Project has been facilitating artist outreach in the
public sphere since its inception in 2008 (B. Zunino, personal
communication, November 10, 2016).
Zunino speaks proudly of Wassaic alumnus Chris Robinson, an
artist-in-residence that used grant money to build park benches and firehouse signs in 2008 before starting the acclaimed The
Ghana Think Tank. A donor and art enthusiast from New York
City that bought a house in the area now serves on the Amenia
town board and has become a volunteer dance instructor in town.
The current Wassaic Project Education Director coordinates inschool, after-school, and summer camp programming as well as
volunteering as a Wassaic town firefighter.
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THE WASSAIC PROJECT’S ART
NEST WITH AN INSTALLATION
BY WASSAIC ARTIST JEILA
GUERAMIAN

Zunino takes great pride that these small community engagements
aggregate to have a lasting effect on the community. In just nine
years, eighteen homes in the quiet hamlet have been purchased by
Wassaic Project alumni or supporters, and almost everyone gives
back to the community in some way, from starting an organization that places junior high students in summer jobs to running
workshops at the Northeast Community Center (B. Zunino, personal communication, November 10, 2016). The co-directors of
the Wassaic Project have created a culture of creative license to be
generous and involved. As the Wassaic Project celebrates its tenth
year of operation next summer, it is clear that this generosity is
enduring and contagious.
By most measures, the Wassaic Project has been successful at bringing in a culture of the arts into their community. Their
residency program encourages artists to work in programming in
the public schools and that work encourages students to visit Wassaic’s ArtNest, a:

“FREE SPACE WHERE KIDS OF ALL AGES
CAN DO INDIVIDUAL AND COLLABORATIVE
ART PROJECTS, BUILD CREATIVE SKILLS,
AND ENGAGE WITH CONTEMPORARY ART.”
As the Wassaic Project approaches ten years of operation, emerging artists that have been supported in the residency program have
become mid-career artists that have purchased property to keep
studios in the area and remain a vibrant part of the community:
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Wassaic Project has become a constant economic stimulus in the Wassaic and Dutchess County region. The
artists and staff increase the downtown population by
10%, and exhibitions and events bring a steady stream
of visitors to the hamlet while the Wassaic Project sustains a deep commitment to the history of our buildings
and townspeople, and the beauty of our location.
(http://wassaicproject.org/about/history/#sthash.9M8uO2N5.dpuf)
Current programming includes rotating 3 or more yearly contemporary art exhibitions (sometimes focusing on local culture) in
8,000 square feet of exhibition space, as well artist residencies
(ranging from 1-6 months), art events such as an artist-created
annual haunted house, the Summer Festival, as well as school &
summer programs for local students in the public school system
(Wassaic Project, n.d.).
In 2010, the Wassaic Project received 501c3 status and
has established an active and diverse board of 13 members. On
October 15, 2016, I was invited to observe a board meeting for the
Wassaic Project as they solidified six focal areas for the project’s
first Strategic Plan (Year-Round Programming, Establishing Staff
Benefits, Mobilizing the Board, Financial Strengthening, LongTerm Facilities Plan, and Marketing/Communication) as well as
individually signing letters for their Annual Appeal. Board morale
was high as the co-directors welcomed a Programs & Operations
Manager. In an effort to increase local engagement, emphasis has
shifted from one summer festival to a series of year-round events.
After being awarded grant money from the Andy Warhol Foundation, more emphasis has been placed on writing grants as they
forge a path toward enduring sustainability.
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As I listened to the board speaking about the community that has
become the Wassaic Project, I remembered the previous day when
I pulled up to the bounce house at the Lantern Inn. The social
engagement felt so natural in contrast to the complicated 501c3
system that was being discussed on a board level, which led me
to think about the artistic players on the ground at the Wassaic
Project and their mission to establish a community that supports
creativity and tolerance. It reminded me of a passage from Bill
Arning’s essay where he discusses artists Beuys, Hodges, and Tin
Nyo “If they had been different presences, perhaps they would
not have been the catalytic agents for the joyous nonhierarchical
artist-audience relation” (Purves, 2005, p.16). Somehow the generosity and magnetism of the social practice artist makes him or
her an ideal community leader:

I WOULD LIKE TO SUGGEST THAT A REVERSAL OF CAUSE AND EFFECT HAS TAKEN PLACE
(IN CONTEMPORARY ART). IT MIGHT NOT BE
TRUE THAT WE ARE WILLING TO ACCEPT THESE
WORKS BECAUSE THEIR MAKERS ARE CHARISMATIC, BUT RATHER THAT WE ARE DRAWN TO
GENEROUS INDIVIDUALS, PARTICULARLY ONES
WHO URGE US TO STOP AND BE GRATEFUL FOR
OUR OWN GIFTS OF CREATIVITY…MY EXPERIENCE (OF ART) WILL ONLY BE MORE PROFOUND
IF MY HEART REMAINS FILLED WITH THE GRATITUDE FOR THAT CREATIVE SPIRIT- DA VINCI’S,
BEUY’S, HODGE’S, TIN NYO’S, YOURS, AND MINE.
(PURVES, 2005)
After reading numerous essays and interviews with artists such
as Rick Lowe and Theaster Gates, it appears that Bowie Zunino
was right when she stated that the key to creating a work of social
sculpture is generosity, but the generous spirit is supported with
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specific, calculated principles and those principles generate endurance. Locational identities, established or formed at the onset of
the process, guide the artists’ decision-making. The successes of
Project Row Houses and the Rebuild Foundation are easy to understand- generosity can grow and thrive when individuals in the
collective are given license and the flexibility to find creative solutions for their communities. The license increases connections
with additional members of the community, creating a network of
people within the community that are invested in the success of
the project.
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MUSICAL PERFORMANCE AT
THE WASSAIC PROJECT
2016 SUMMER FESTIVAL

ARTIST SAM DURANT
AT PROJECT ROW HOUSES
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The Wassaic Project
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Figure B
Charting the Activities of Cited Social Projects
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CHAPTER FOUR

COMMONALITY +
MUTABILITY:
SHORT-TERM SOCIAL PROJECTS SPECIFIC TO PLACE

“NOTHING ABOUT US, WITHOUT US, IS FOR US.”
— LUCY LIPPARD, KEYNOTE PRESENTATION AT
CREATIVETIME SUMMIT
Commonality is increasingly important when executing short-term
social practice projects. When key players are bonded by mission
and locational identity, they are able to better extract culture and
vibrancy from an existing community. In her keynote presentation at the Creative Time Summit in 2013 titled “Art, Place, and
Dislocation in the 21st Century City”, Lucy Lippard states “No
community is monolithic but residents are more likely to want to
work at place-making if they share some sort of trans-communal
identity politic.” This chapter explores the elements of mutability,
commonality, and locational identity as they relate to a selection of
short-term projects. Because the projects discussed in this chapter have a beginning, middle, and end (as opposed to the ongoing
projects previously discussed in this thesis), we also begin to extrapolate how one might judge whether a social project was successful at achieving its goals. Surprisingly, we learn that criteria
typically held in esteem in the greater art world, such as aesthetic
and formal success, become peripheral goals when the enactment
of real social change is at play.
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CHOREOGRAPHER LIZ LERMAN’S 2014 PRODUCTION OF “HEALING WARS”

VINTAGE POSTCARD OF PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD
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THE SHIPYARD
PROJECT

TWO YEARS OF ART, ONE WEEKEND PERFORMANCE
In his book Our Kids: The American Dream in Crisis, Robert Putnam
(2015) argues that the promise of upward socioeconomic mobility in America is increasingly challenged as more and more kids
are not growing up to live better lives than their parents (p.228).
Putnam examines spheres of support for children (school, families,
and community) and then generates potential concepts to slow the
deterioration of economic circumstances for our lower class youth.
Additionally, Putnam posits that the impact of this deterioration on
American economy, democracy, and values will be consequential
for the future of our country (p.232-260). This text was preceded
by Putnam’s Better Together: Restoring the American Community (2003); a collection of best practice models of community building. Not all models described in this book have artistic intent,
although “The Shipyard Project: Building Bridges with Dance,”
found in Chapter in Three, reveals important insights regarding
how we judge the success of social practice.
The Shipyard Project took root in the historic port and artist community of Portsmouth, New Hampshire in the Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard. Christine Dwyer, a local citizen and president of the
board of trustees of the Music Hall in Portsmouth, saw the shipyard across the river from downtown Portsmouth as a misunderstood and underutilized section of her city. Paired with a sordid
political history of housing nuclear submarines during World War
II, Dwyer was skeptical that residents would gravitate toward reinvigoration and community building on the site. She and Jane
Hirschberg began a feasibility study for an arts program on the site
by first visiting the shipyard and its workers, knowing that the program would heavily rely on the “buy in” from current and former
shipyard personnel.
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Hirshberg’s discovery was profoundly moving. She found “compelling human stories that fired her enthusiasm for the proposal”.
They settled on hiring Liz Lerman, founder and artistic director
of the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange in Tacoma Park, Maryland
(Putnam, 2003, p.55-56). From the beginning, Lerman was excited
about the project, stating that:

“EVERYONE HAS A RIGHT TO TELL HIS OR HER
STORY, AND THE STORIES OF THE SHIPYARD
WORKERS HAD NEVER BEEN TOLD PUBLICLY,
NEVER TOLD IN ART” (PUTNAM, 2003, P.58).
Creating dance about people who repaired nuclear submarines was
certainly a challenge for Lerman, but she enjoyed the challenge of
setting aside her political views consider a population otherwise
neglected by the arts and liberal social agendas. Lerman asked
125 shipyard families to join together for an initial meeting. When
25 agreed to join her, she constructed a night of conversation and
sharing that culminated with questions like, “If you were going to
make a picture of a crane with your body, what would it look like?”
and then a room full of arms appeared in the air with wrists bent
(Putnam, 2003, p.57-59).
Meetings like these aggregated information that a committee of
twelve (consisting of local dancers, a historian, and current and retired shipyard workers) would distill and develop plans for “effective venues” for the “ideas for multiday, multitheme performances” (p.62). The committee became quite close and they believe
that the performances had the character of intimacy and trust that
Lerman established in meetings (p.63). Putnam describes the hurdles Lerman faced, such as convincing a Naval officer and commander of the shipyard to participate in an advisory committee
(thus requiring him to participate in a performance).
After he agreed and begrudgingly participated, he became enamored with the arts and later ended up participating in the arts elsewhere, even serving on the board of the Music Hall.
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Putnam credits Lerman and her ability of:

“FINDING COMMON GROUND, A MEETING PLACE,
WHILE RECOGNIZING AND RESPECTING DIFFERENCES…SHE ASKED A SHIPYARD WORKER
TO EXPLAIN HIS WORK AND HIS HANDS STARTED DRAWING GRACEFUL ARCS IN THE AIR…SHE
TOLD HIM, “THIS IS WHERE YOU AND I ARE GOING TO CROSS PATHS, IN THE PHYSICAL NATURE
OF YOUR WORK.” (P.64)
Although the reach and effectiveness of this project are hard to gauge,
Putnam praises Lerman for bringing in middle school students, the
local high school band, elders, and members of the Officers’ Wives
Club. Putman claims that the “heart of the project”, or the effective
social change, occurred during the two years of preparation, not the
performances. Putnam’s analysis of the project does not speak to the
beauty of the dancing in the final production, nor does he mention any
positive critical review of the choreography (Putnam, 2003, p.62-65).
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SAM DURANT, “LABRYNTH” 2015

SAM DURANT, “LABRYNTH” (DETAIL) 2015
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A CURATOR
DREAMS:

SOCIAL PRACTICE WITHOUT AESTHETIC COMPROMISE

While one might argue that The Shipyard Project deprioritized aesthetics for the sake of community building, some artists and curators believe that both can, and, for the sake of the future of the
genre, should coexist. This distinction becomes increasingly important as the lines between community building and art making
blur. In a personal conversation with independent curator Pedro
Alonzo in 2017, he stated:

I INCREASINGLY BECAME FRUSTRATED
WITH THE IDEA OF PARTICIPATORY ART.
CONTEMPORARY ART OFTEN LACKS ACCESSIBILITY, STREET ART CAN BE SEEN
BY SOME AS SHALLOW, AND WITH SOCIAL
PRACTICE ART THERE CAN BE A LOSS OF
AUTHORSHIP- YOU KNOW, WHEN DOES IT
STOP BEING ART? (P. ALONZO, PERSONAL
COMMUNICATION, MARCH 28, 2017)
In this comment, Alonzo identified a curatorial concern that arises
in discussions about the aesthetics of new genre public art. Often,
as was found in the Shipyard Project, the social gains that occur
with art in process prevail over the resulting artistic product. Simply said, aesthetic compromises sometimes occur when community building is at play.
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Alonzo has spent the last few years creating a portfolio of curated projects that validate that a curator with an eye for contemporary aesthetics can work contentedly with social practice artists.
In 2015, Alonzo collaborated with artist Sam Durant to create an
interactive art piece meant to “address the quagmire of criminal
justice in America.” Durant constructed a 8’x 40’ x 40’ chain link
maze where viewers are invited to hang personal items addressing
issues surrounding mass incarceration. The resulting community
understandings realized for Pennsylvania’s largest maximum-security prison placed Alonzo on the radar of some large foundations in
Sao Paolo, Brazil. Brazil is home to the fourth largest prison population on earth and has recently experienced a 600% increase in
the number of women incarcerated, a large percentage of them
arrested in drug trafficking related charges. Upon release, these
women suffer from intense social stigma that affects their hirability
and, thus, re-entry into society. After imprisonment, these women
often find themselves on a path back to prison because society
refuses to accept them (P. Alonzo, personal communication, March
28, 2017).
Alonzo found himself pondering how an artist might help alleviate
some of the vast hurdles that exist for these women. He contacted
artist Sam Durant, who he had worked with previously, to curate
art experiences that tackled major domestic issues, including race
relations and the criminal justice system. Durant eventually led
Alonzo to an artist named Liza Lou, who at the time was living in
Durban, South Africa.
Liza Lou, recipient of a MacArthur “genius” fellowship in 2002, is
known for her paintings, sculptures, and installations where every
surface is encrusted in tiny beads. She was working out of a studio in Los Angeles when she had an idea to create a monumental
piece, which exceeded the capacity of her studio. After engaging
with some organizations that support international women’s craft
collectives, Lou moved to Durban in
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LIZA LOU, “SECURITY FENCE”
(DETAIL), 2005

ARTIST LIZA LOU
WALKING THROUGH HER
GLASS BEAD INSTALLATION
IN SAN DIEGO IN 2013
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July 2005 to execute a five month project employing 30 local Zulu
artisans in creating some monumental beaded works. She ended
up living there for ten years and created a studio that employed
women from towns where crime and poverty are ubiquitous and
70% of the population is infected with HIV/AIDS. Lou describes
the project as becoming a way to “help to build a solid economic
entity amongst a group of previously unemployed women” (Lou,
2012).
As this studio became a socio-economic driver in the area, she
began helping her employees set up bank accounts and start small
businesses, like a catering company. “She empowered women and
gave them an entrepreneurial spirit,” Alonzo claimed (P. Alonzo,
personal communication, March 28, 2017). In an article that she
wrote for Art in America in 2017, Lou describes how her studio
practice surrounded by these women became a crucial part of the
work:

I LOVE HOW EACH WOVEN SEGMENT CAN
CONTAIN THE LIFE OF THE PERSON WHO MADE
IT: A STREAK OF DIRT, FOR EXAMPLE, FROM
WHEN THE WORK WAS GRABBED BY THE KITTEN AND DRAGGED OUTSIDE, OR A WONKY
AREA, FROM THE TIME SOMEONE SAID SOMETHING FUNNY, GOT DISTRACTED, AND ACCIDENTALLY LEFT A BEAD OUT, CAUSING THE
LINE TO GO OFF COURSE. I HOPE ALL THIS IS
FELT IN THE FINISHED WORK, THIS SENSE OF
SOMETHING LIVING, SOMETHING LOVED. (LOU
2017)
His voice quivering from a combination of exhaustion and excitement, Alonzo called me the day he arrived home from his scouting
mission with Lou in Brazil. They selected a women’s prison in the
state of Pará in Brazil where the warden had already begun setting
up a craft collective so that inmates could make dolls that they
could sell in local markets.
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LIZA LOU WORKING IN DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA

According to Alonzo, the warden is “devoted to the women but
also an extreme disciplinarian” and she was dedicated making the
project a success.
Lou and Alonzo had additional plans on their itinerary. They also
set out on an expedition to further understand the women’s local
geography and culture. They traveled in boats down the Amazon
River to visit islands where local beading and ceramic practices
could be found, strengthening their connection to place in preparation for the project. Alonzo stated:

WE SPENT A LOT OF TIME GOING TO ISLANDS IN
THE RIVER, LOOKING AT WOMEN’S COLLECTIVES
OUTSIDE OF THE PRISON; LOOKING AT MATERIALS
AND CULTURE…WE WANTED TO SEE ALL OF THIS
STUFF. WE ALSO WANTED TO GO THERE AND
TALK TO PEOPLE ABOUT WHAT WE ARE DOING,
SO IT CAN BE RESPECTED AND SO PEOPLE KNOW
THAT WE ARE WELL INTENTIONED. (P. ALONZO,
PERSONAL COMMUNICATION, MARCH 28, 2017)
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Clearly, Lou and Alonzo understood the importance of setting
roots and creating partnerships with the surrounding community
and cultural landscape. Additionally, Alonzo remarked that they
hope to eventually grow the collective to include a studio outside
of the prison for women that are released. Moreover, they want
to be flexible in order to understanding how that will come to be
after the artist, curator, and warden have begun their work. They
all agree that job support for women after they are released is a
crucial part of the model they are developing (P. Alonzo, personal
communication, March 28, 2017).
Lou and Alonzo’s project will commence in January of 2018.
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SUZANNE LACY

THE LINE BETWEEN ART & LIFE IN PERFORMANCE

In “Culture as Weapon”, Nato Thompson (2017) examines the
ways in which contemporary artists and designers use the visual
seduction and the power of art to influence populations. He discusses artist Suzanne Lacy’s attempts to “employ community organizing techniques to shape the ‘human terrain’” (p.147), When
successfully executed, the artist is able to change public attitudes.
Lacy is credited for organizing events such as The Roof is On Fire,
a 1993 performance in Oakland, California that bridged a communication gap between black youth and police. The piece, which
was a one-night event where 220 high school students had public
conversations with police officers in cars parked on a roof in Oakland. Not immediately obvious, the measurement of success in
this project was twofold: 1) it was an opportunity for much needed
voluntary face-to-face communication between youth and public
authority; and 2) it also was an attack on mainstream media, which
had been depicting black youth as aggressive, violent, and addicted to drugs (Thompson, 2017, p.147-148).
With this public art event, Lacy shattered preconceived notions
that black youth didn’t want to cooperate and resolve conflict. Regardless of how many people participated, the resulting media depiction of constructive conversations on local networks and nationally on CNN created much needed positive momentum toward
understanding and empathy.
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SUZANNE LACY “THE LIFE AND TIMES OF DONALDINA CAMERON”, 1977

SUZANNE LACY “WHISPER, THE WAVES, THE WIND”, 2008
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Thompson likens her practice as “public encounters” that can be
“used as clay by the artist…life itself could be choreographed and
shaped”. Lacy shaped public perception using the entity that had
once exacerbated the issues (Thompson, 2017, p.149). Fully immersed in place and community, Lacy continued collaborating in
Oakland and additional community building efforts led to the development of a curriculum for Oakland Police.
Since The Roof is on Fire, Lacy has developed an extensive global
portfolio of activist work. An artivist, writer, and department chairwoman in graduate social practice studies at Otis College of Art
and Design, she sometimes travels to venues for just a few days
for event-driven pieces, and she relies heavily on local community
organizers to inform and guide her as she approaches places where
she has nominal locational identity. In a personal interview with Suzanne Lacy in 2017, she described the importance of establishing
locational identity when she conducts activist work in varying international and domestic communities:

IN A SENSE ALL OF MY PROJECTS DEPEND ON
PLACE-SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE….IN MY CASE, LESS
ABOUT THE HISTORY THOUGH INEVITABLY THE
HISTORY OF ISSUES I DEAL WITH COMES UP…BUT
I TEND TO FOCUS ON THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL
DIMENSIONS OF PLACE…AND OCCASIONALLY ON
THE ECONOMIC DIMENSIONS, DEPENDING ON THE
WORK. AS FOR GAINING TRUST, THAT TAKES COMMUNITY ORGANIZING SKILLS. (S. LACY, PERSONAL
COMMUNICATION, APRIL 15, 2017)
Often, Lacey partners with local organizations and community
members. Commonality is paramount in her process and, as described above by Lacy, it facilitates the establishment of locational identity when she travels. Themes in her work, such as rape
awareness, may not change depending on locality but she has been
flexibile to accommodate varying “social and political dimensions of
place.” (S. Lacy, personal communication, April 15, 2017).
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VIK MUNIZ AND THE CATADORES ARRANGE GARBAGE FOR PHOTOGRAPHY

A BRAZILIAN CATADORE STANDS WITH A CARRO çA DESIGNED BY MUNDANO
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VIK MUNIZ &
MUNDANO:

USING GARBAGE AND RECYCLABLES AS AN
IMPETUS FOR CHANGE

As seen in the examples of Suzanne Lacy and Pedro Alonzo, shaping public perception and policy is challenging when artists are
also forming locational identity at the onset of a project. The curator or artist is often found engaging local community organizations
or devoting days to exploring place and history before a project
begins. When an artist is already rooted in place, by birth or habitation, the work benefits from an immediate resonation with the
community. This was the case for Vik Muniz when he began work
with the catadores in Brazil in 2008.
Nato Thompson (2012) acknowledges the artist’s ability to successfully shape public policy and programs in “Living in Form:
Socially Engaged Art from 1991-2011” (2012). In an effort to shed
light on an underrepresented community in Jardim Gramacho,
Brazil, Vik Muniz lived and worked with garbage pickers, known
as catadores, in South America’s largest open-air dump for two
years. Before Muniz’s arrival, the catadores spent their days collecting recyclables from the dump to sell on the secondary market.
Muniz’s project had many facets: he enlisted the catadores to help
him collect and arrange garbage and featured the catadores and
arranged garbage heaps in monumental portraits. He paid the catadores for their work and elevated their image in the form of artistic
portraits.
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As seen in the examples of Suzanne Lacy and Pedro Alonzo above,
shaping public perception and policy is challenging when also
forming locational identity at the onset of a project. The curator or
artist is often found engaging local community organizations or devoting days to exploring place and history before a project begins.
When an artist is already rooted in place, by birth or habitation,
the work benefits from immediate resonation with the community.
This was the case for Vik Muniz when he began work with the
catadores in Brazil in 2008.
Nato Thompson (2012) acknowledges the artist’s ability to successfully shape public policy and programs in “Living in Form:
Socially Engaged Art from 1991-2011”. In an effort to shed light
on an underrepresented community in Jardim Gramacho, Brazil,
Vik Muniz lived and worked with garbage pickers, known as catadores, in South America’s largest open-air dump for two years.
Before Muniz’s arrival, the catadores spent their days collecting recyclables from the dump to sell on the secondary market. Muniz’s
project had many facets- he enlisted the catadores to help him collect and arrange garbage and featured the catadores and arranged
garbage heaps in monumental portraits. He paid the catadores for
their work and elevated their image in the form of artistic portraits.
This body of work spurred a documentary film, Wasteland, and
later helped the community develop Brazil’s first formal recycling
program in Brazil, which created jobs. One can argue that the timeliness of this collaboration with community paired with the beauty
of Muniz’s photographs spurred indelible social change (Thompson, 2012, p.194-195).
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In an interview about this project for the New York Times in 2010,
Muniz states:

I’M AT THIS POINT IN MY CAREER WHEN I
WANT TO STEP AWAY FROM THE REALM OF
FINE ARTS BECAUSE I THINK IT’S A VERY
EXCLUSIVE, VERY RESTRICTIVE PLACE TO
BE. WHAT I WANT TO DO IS TO BE ABLE TO
CHANGE THE LIVES OF REAL PEOPLE WITH
THE SAME MATERIALS THAT THEY DEAL WITH
EVERYDAY. (KINO, 2010)
With his portion of the funds generated from this project, Muniz
has opened a library, bought trucks and computers for the recycling
center, and micro-financed small businesses started by the people
of Jardim Gramacho (Kino, 2010). Locational identity drove Muniz from his work as a NY-based artist to his birthplace to enact
change; clearly this identity has set root within him and has had a
profound impact on his work and career trajectory.
Today we see similar social practice work continued globally by
artists such as Mundano. Activist graffiti artist Mundano, who often collaborates with Muniz, continues to advocate for catadores
on an international scale. He is best known for painting graffiti art
on the catadores carts, known as carroças.

A VIK MUNIZ PHOTOGRAPH FROM HIS TIME IN JARDIM GRAMACHO
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In a 2014 TED talk Mundano described the effect the work has
had on the population:

IN 2007, I TOOK MY (GRAFFITI) WORK BEYOND
WALLS AND ONTO THE CARROÇAS…GIVING
VOICE TO THE CATADORES. BY ADDING ART
AND HUMOR TO THE CAUSE, IT BECAME MORE
APPEALING, WHICH HELPED CALL ATTENTION TO THE CATADORES AND IMPROVE THEIR
SELF-ESTEEM. AND ALSO THEY ARE NOW FAMOUS ON THE STREETS AND IN MASS SOCIAL
MEDIA. (MUDANO, 2014)
Mudano explained that the catadores are responsible for recycling
close to 90% of Brazil’s recyclable material, carting recylcables in
their carroças from the dumps to metal scrappers, which is a great
service to their country. Through his experiences painting over
200 carrocas in Brazil and allowing mutability in his project, Mundano grew his project to include additional countries with similar
metal scrapping practices such as Argentina, Chile, Bolivia, South
Africa, and the United States. He calls this movement “Pimp My
Carroças.” Employing commonality, these events engage over
800 volunteers that renovate carroças and attach safety items such
as reflective tapes, mirrors, and horns as street artists paint and
“pimp” the carroças. While the carts are under renovation, the catadores are provided the opportunity to see physicians, podiatrists,
dentists, or massage therapists and are given additional safety
items such as protective clothing and gloves. The events typically
end with an exhibition of the painted carroças. Mundano has begun programs in Brazil’s schools to teach children about recycling
and street art (Mundano, 2014). He claims that there are over 20
million catadores worldwide and he is beginning to develop an
app that will connect catadores and metal scrappers at designated
meeting places to streamline their processes (P. Alonzo, personal
communication, March 28, 2017).
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A “PIMP MY CARRO çA” EVENT

PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS,
AND PODIATRISTS
SERVICE CATADORES
AT “PIMP MY CARRO çA”
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CHAPTER FIVE

ARTIVISM:
MEASURING THE SUCCESS OF ARTIST-LED ACTIVISM
Measuring the success of creative placemaking and social practice
is difficult. Yet one can glean some knowledge by the investigation
of various models although contradictions abound. For example,
one could argue that the formal success and visual seduction of
Vik Muniz’s portraits opened doors for social mobility in relation
to place (Kino, 2010). Or, as in the case of the Shipyard Project,
Robert Putnam, internationally known as an authority on civic engagement in America, urges us to look beyond the resulting dance
performances of the shipyard workers. We are then allowed to
embrace the success of the progress the community made as a result of open discussion and informal arts-based learning over the
course of two years (Putnam, 2003, p.66).
While opinions vary regarding the importance of aesthetic success in social sculpture, the successful models discussed in this
thesis suggest similarities in approach. In “Fuzzy Vibrancy: Creative Placemaking as Ascendant US Cultural Policy,” Anne Gadwa
Nicodemus (2013) concludes that the key challenge in maintaining a new genre public art project is the difficulty in finding ways
to measure its success. According to Nicodemus, while funders
and practitioners continue to handpick best practices from artsbased community and economic development trends, “malleable”
or “fuzzy” open concepts create the most “livable” and “vibrant”
projects. This also makes them more open to challenge and dispute
(Nicodemus, 2013, p.214). At the onset, partners must agree that
the work should be open to change and evolution to endure, particularly when the artist engages the community to take an active role
in developing programming. By investigating varied approaches, we
begin to understand how to measure (or not measure) “success” in
a project.
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In One Place After Another, Site Specificity and Locational Identity
(2004), Kwon supports an important assertion in the introduction
of this text. Success in new genre public art comes from a locational
identity, deep understanding of place and community. Kwon further states that local artists, in contrast to artists that deliver work
to a yet unknown place, are more often successful in achieving
their goals although “the process is far more complex than can be
accounted for by such a formulaic reduction” (Kwon, 2002, p.135).
Vik Muniz, for example, is a New York based artist that was born
in Brazil near the location of Jardim Gramacho. Now more than
ever, connection to community is paramount. Kwon quotes independent curator Mary Jane Jacob, who argues:

AS PUBLIC ART SHIFTED FROM LARGE SCALE
OBJECTS, TO PHYSICALLY OR CONCEPTUALLY
SITE-SPECIFIC PROJECTS, TO AUDIENCE-SPECIFIC CONCERNS (WORK MADE IN RESPONSE
TO THOSE WHO OCCUPY A GIVEN SITE), IT
MOVED FROM AN AESTHETIC FUNCTION, TO A
DESIGN FUNCTION, TO A SOCIAL FUNCTION....
IT IS NOW BEING VIEWED AS A MEANS OF
STABILIZING COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
THROUGHOUT URBAN CENTERS. IN THE LATE
1990S THE ROLE OF PUBLIC ART HAS SHIFTED
FROM THAT OF RENEWING THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT TO THAT OF IMPROVING SOCIETY,
FROM PROMOTION OF AESTHETIC QUALITY
TO CONTRIBUTING TO THE QUALITY OF LIFE,
FROM ENRICHING LIVES TO SAVING LIVES.
(KWON, 2002, P.111)
Most sources also indicate that projects must be given the flexibility
to grow and evolve to succeed.
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SUZANNE LACY’S 2016 COLLABORATION WITH SUPER SLOW WAY, “SHAPES OF WATER, SOUNDS OF HOPE.”

For example, without the participation of the catadore community that developed out of the photography project, Muniz wouldn’t
have been able to develop a national recycling agenda.
First, Suzanne Lacy needed to generate interest and excitement
in Oakland’s black youth before she could consider the notion
of generating national discourse about race and, later, creating a
curriculum for the police force. Lippard and Nicodemus argue
that social projects benefit greatly when partnerships across sectors are established, especially when the partners are united by a
“trans-communal identity politic” (Lippard, 2013). Kwon (2002)
asserts that visually connecting the identity politics to place and
site is of utmost importance in today’s society, where “the success
and viability of one’s work are now measured by the accumulation
of frequent flyer miles” (p.156). Kwon (2002) states:

ONLY THOSE CULTURAL PRACTICES THAT HAVE
THIS RELATIONAL SENSIBILITY CAN TURN LOCALENCOUNTERS INTO LONG-TERM COMMITMENTS
AND TRANSFORM PASSING INTIMACIES INTO INDELIBLE, UNRETRACTABLE SOCIAL MARKS-- SO
THAT THE SEQUENCE OF SITES THAT WE INHABIT IN OUR LIFE’S TRAVERSAL DOES NOT BECOME
GENERICIZED INTO AN UNDIFFERENTIATED SERIALIZATION, ONE PLACE AFTER ANOTHER. (KWON,
2002, P.166)
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In their essay in the National Endowment for the Arts publication
on How to Do Creative Placemaking, “Can Arts Drive Rural Economic Development?” Chris Beck and Tracy Taft identify key components to making successful creative placemaking projects. Beck
and Tracy argue that the best way to begin creative placemaking is
by looking back to historic centers of town and iconic architectural
landmarks (Shupbach & Ball, 2016, p.60-67). They also encourage
inclusiveness and commonality across sectors, which reminds us of
Lippard’s statement “Nothing about us, without us, is for us.” (Lippard, 2013). While some factors, like aesthetic or formal success, are
not necessarily imperative, this investigation determines that three
key factors increase the likelihood of success, including:

1.) LOCATIONAL IDENTITY:
New genre public art benefits from a deep understanding of place,
including its people, the landscape and surrounding structures, and
its history.

2.) MUTABILITY:
Projects are more likely to succeed when given the flexibility to
grow and evolve to endure.

3.) COMMONALITY:
Establishing partnerships across sectors creates scaffolding of support and helps players reach a common goal.
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Figure C
Graphing the Discovered Importance of the Terms in Practice
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BER NAR D C H AE T, “E M E RSON POINT” 1979
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CHAPTER SIX

AN ARTIST COLONY
REVISITED
TRADITION + CONTEMPORARY REVERENCE

Art, particularly participatory projects, has the ability to bring people
together. Social collaboration and storytelling stregthen famiy and
community bonds, creating resilience in our youth and encouraging the young to consider the importance of place and tradition. As
artist, I understand the ways art can create real change in a community through contemporary art experiences. Mundano confirms that
artists can give voice to a community, while simultaneously creating
discourse about the role of art in places that are losing touch with
contemporary art. While this thesis touches on only a few projects
out of a roster of thousands, it enlightens us to the variety of ways
social projects can succeed when the artist is driven by locational
identity and allows for mutability and commonality. My strong locational identity has lead me to a proposition of a local social practice
on Cape Ann, giving voice to a community centered in the arts and
fishing, thus creating meaning amongst us. My hope for the future
of our artist colony is a single-minded effort to keep an artists’ family
tradition alive in a place that yearns to preserve its culture as island
striving to keep an important tradition in the arts.
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CURATE EVENT-DRIVEN ART EXPERIENCES THAT ENGAGE AND EDUCATE
(PHOTOGRAPH FROM ALAMO CINEMA EVENT IN AUSTIN, TEXAS 2015)

BRING ART TO THE COMMUNITY, OUTSIDE OF MUSEUM AND GALLERY WALLS
(DETAIL FROM A JENNY HOLZER PROJECTION, 2007)
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CURATE
ACCESS

VI N TAG E PHOTOG R APH OF ARTISTS PAIN TING ON CAPE ANN

On April 18, 2017, I was notified by the Provost and Dean of Graduate Studies at the Rhode Island School of Design (RISD) that I was
awarded a competitive Graduate Studies Grant. This grant allows
me the opportunity to put the theories discussed in this thesis into
action on Cape Ann (see Appendix A). My ideas, developed through
countless brainstorming and mapping sessions over the course of my
graduate research, was selected. Moreover, I realized that the selection underlines the importance of the cause to the contemporary fine
arts academia. The preservation of professional artist colonies and
supporting pockets of American culture and industry in our country
is paramount.
While at RISD, my focus initially shifted toward curatorial studies
and cultural institutional management. Discovering, as can be seen
in many of the cases cited in this thesis, that the social practice artist may wear many hats, I set course to become a public artist. As
an influential contemporary artist, Suzanne Lacy typifies the artistic
leadership emerging from this category of contemporary art; she is an
artist, professional educator, activist, writer, and more. I look to her
model for guidance to understand the potential of the contemporary
artist’s role in society. Thus, this thesis concludes with a visual journal
of curatorial ideas collected for future projects:
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CONSTANCE HOCKADAY, “ALWAYS GET ON THE BOAT”, 2014

CONSTANCE HOCKADAY, “ALWAYS GET ON THE BOAT”, 2014
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JASON DECAIRES TAYLOR, “VICISSITUDES” UNDERWATER SCULPTURE, 2007

CONSTANCE HOCKADAY, “BOATEL”, 2011
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APPENDIX A
Stephanie Benenson
Rhode Island School of Design
March 2017
Graduate Studies Grant Proposal

THE PRESERVATION
OF CULTURE IS
PARAMOUNT

“The art object of today
is best understood not
as wondrous, but rather
as a catalyst for a set
of stimulating relationships that make the art
experience.”

HARBOR VOICES:
A Culture Catalyst
Project

Bill Arning

Cape Ann, Massachusetts
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PROJECT NARRATIVE
The list of prominent American artists that have lived and worked
on Massachusetts’ Cape Ann harbors is extensive- Fitz Henry Lane,
Winslow Homer, Cecilia Beaux, Ellen Dale Hale, Stuart Davis, and
Emile Gruppe, to name a few. They are part of an American tradition
of painting the Cape Ann sea, like my family has for three generations. Artists came to Cape Ann to find meaning and beauty as
they depicted the daily life of a hardworking community of people
living in America’s oldest fishing port. In the cast of a net and the
subsequent stroke of a brush, meaning was made between artist and
fisherperson, artist and sea.
The collection at our local art museum, while extensive and significant, suffers from a massive gap in notable work made in the last 75
years. It is abundantly clear that our arts tradition is dying and, to
me, the issue is straightforward. The seascape paintings of yore no
longer adequately describe the complex life of the fishing community of Cape Ann. This grant application is a proposition of social
engagement and activism that takes place on a boat in Gloucester
Harbor, creating meaning and momentum amongst a diverse group
of immigrants that live and work in America’s oldest fishing port.
As environmental and governmental regulation increases, fishing
jobs are lost, and social problems augment. Voice, now more than
ever, is paramount for America’s immigrants and working fisherpeople. Without innovative solutions and open communication, many
immigrant families that have lived on the harbor will be displaced by
gentrification. Opportunities for understandings between government, developers, and the people of Cape Ann need to be made.
When people gather on the water, they are reminded of the aggregate community, past and present, that made our harbor what it is
today. In gathering together, carefully documenting insights, and
creating public art that educates and inspires, we can bring their
ideas for innovation and improved standards to light.
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Through the fluid exchange of local culture of the ocean, on
the ocean, this project supports the community and engenders
creative vibrancy in an art community that is potentially losing
relevance. Although the work is specific to the community it
is serving, the model could become part of a greater national
conversation concerning the artist’s role as activist and community builder. As a Cape Ann native, I have the contacts to bring
together the diverse group of important voices on the harbor.
While creating meaningful connections with the greater public
is paramount, this project also acts as an economic stimulus to
industry locals seeking supplemental income (see budget).
PROJECT ACTION PLAN:
1) Rent a fishing boat (see budget)
2) Secure dock space or mooring and associated permits
3) Create a branded website for information, sign ups, documentation of work, and surveying participants’ responses to
programs
4) Execute 6 Week Harbor Voices Pilot Program (September/
October):
a) Evenings of Intergenerational Storytelling on the
Harbor
Locals may register for an opportunity to gather with
their families on the boat over local fish chowder to
share their connection to harbor and place. Three
generations of family must be present. Stories will be
documented and shared.
b) Public Art From the People, For the People
Projection (from boat) of understandings gleaned
from Intergenerational Storytelling
5) Debrief with Co-Captain and improve model for future
seasons (Identify what worked/didn’t work, how to best focus
resources, how to maximize reach)
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THE CULTURE CATALYST PROJECT
BUDGET REQUEST
6 Week Season Fall of 2017
PROJECT EXPENSES

Line item description

Personnel
Artist Co-Captain
Co-Captain*

$0
$1,500

I will volunteer my time for pilot season
responsible for boat safety and navigation
while programming is in process; 10 hours
of work per week for a 6 week season;
ideal hire is a local fisherperson seeking
supplemental income

Non-Personnel
Boat Rental*

$2,000 max

Travel/Transportation
Permits/Mooring
Equipment/Materials
Chowder/Food Expense*
TOTAL

$520
$125
$475
$380
$5,000

ideal boat would be a working lobster boat
whose captain is seeking supplemental
income; programming will take place in the
late afternoon/evening so this is a viable
option as most fisherpeople work early
mornings; see also “a note on insurance”
includes gas for boat
includes life jackets and safety equipment
fish must be locally sourced

*Co-Captain, Boat Rental, and Food Expenses also function as economic stimulus and community support of the local fishing industry, supplying (potentially
out-of-work) fishermen with supplemental income as well as creating a platform
for dialogue with community. These are crucial elements in the project’s model
and mission. Currently, over 75% of our budget reflects economic injection
into the fishing community.

VINTAGE POSTCARDS FROM ARTIST’S PERSONAL COLLECTION
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